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Abstract
Collaborative filtering (CF) is one of the most successful recommendation technologies to cope
with information overload problem. Conventional neighborhood-based CF models solely use
user/item similarities instead of existing user preferences to form neighborhoods, which prediction
accuracy excessively relies on. Besides, customers’ interests and demands may vary with contexts
in different environment. As a result, the recommendations quality of conventional CF models
would suffer. To address these issues, this paper developed an effective hybrid CF model by
integrating user access sequence and context entropy. The user access sequence is introduced to
mitigate the new user cold-start problem, and the context entropy is introduced for measuring
uncertainty degree of user rating under different context and calculating user similarity for
gathering the most similar users. Experiments on real-world datasets are carried out to compare our
method’s accuracy with other three algorithms. The results show our method outperforms other
methods and improves recommendation quality effectively.
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1. Introduction
For decades, recommender systems (RSs) have become the most successful application of
personalized recommendation for solving the “information overload” problem. RSs receive
information from users about items that they are interested in, and then recommend to them items
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that may fit their needs [1]. Usually, the core of recommender systems relies on well-known
algorithms, collaborative filtering (CF) [2], where there are two primary approaches, neighborhood
based model (NBM) and latent factor model (LFM). NBM are dependent on the availability of user
ratings information, and product recommendations to a target user based on the relationship
between their active neighbors, without relying on any information about the items themselves other
than their ratings [1]. By contrast, LFM transforms both items and users into the same latent factor
space, and then characterizes each entity with a feature vector inferred from the existing ratings [3].
In LFM, the predictions ratings are denoted by the inner product of the corresponding vector pairs.
Therefore, NBM based CF has an advantage in situations where it is hard to analyze the different
aspects of the data, such as music, videos and other digital products or services. And, NBM based
CF has been developed over decades and widely applied in many RSs and Internet-related fields,
such as Amazon, Netflix, and Google News.
Despite its advances, CF suffers from several problems, such as data sparsity, cold-start and
lack of context [4]. Data sparsity is common for the user-item ratings matrix to be extremely sparse.
It makes conventional CF difficult to select nearest neighbors for identifying similar users or items,
and hard to produce accurate predictions or recommendations. Specially, the cold-start problem is
also known when a new user or item has just entered the system. New items cannot be
recommended until someone rates it, and new users are not likely provided proper
recommendations because of the lack of their rating or purchase history. To solve these problems,
many different dimensionality reduction approaches have been proposed, such as singular value
decomposition (SVD) [5], probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF) [6] and collaborative topic
regression (CTR) [7]. However, useful information for recommendations related to those
approaches may get lost and recommendation quality may be degraded, when certain users or items
are discarded [8].
What’s more, the customers’ interests and demands usually change along with the time in ecommerce, in other words, the interests and demands of customers are context dependent [9].
Therefore, accurate prediction of consumer preference undoubtedly depends upon the degree of the
relevant contextual information. Thereby, it is important to incorporate the contextual information
of the user’s decision scenario into the recommendation process. More specifically, a user might
prefer to read stock market report in the evening on weekdays, and on weekends he or she might
prefer to do shopping or read comments on movies/TVs. However, the conventional CF methods
typically employ constant historical ratings data to determine appropriate recommendations under
homogenous context, without taking into consideration of different users’ contextual information
[8]. These problems severely affected the quality of CF recommendation.
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This paper attempts to develop a hybrid CF model, called ASCECF, which takes advantage of
user access sequence and context entropy for the sake of improving prediction quality. In our
model, the user access sequence is utilized to mitigate the new user cold-start problem, in which
new users have browsed some items and presented few vote on items. It is assumed that two items
are similar when they share similar user access sequences among multiple users. On the other hand,
the entropy context is introduced to measure the uncertainty degree of the user rating behaviors
under different contexts, and the uncertainty can be interpreted as how users understand rating
domain to distinguish their tastes. Then, two different models is incorporated into the rating
prediction process to enhance prediction quality.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, basic CF recommendation
approaches and the critical aspects of CF approaches are reviewed. Section 3 introduces and
explains the user access sequence based models, context entropy based models and the hybrid
model. Then, experimental results are demonstrated and discussed in Section 4. At last, the paper is
concluded and future research direction is given in Section 5.

2. Background and Related Work
2.1 Collaborative Filtering
CF generates recommendations based on the data that store how users rated items [2]. To
provide recommendations, CF tries first to search for users who have rated the same or similar
items. Once the users with common tastes are found, CF will recommend the items highly rated by
those users. Generally, the more items that users have rated, the more similar the users are. The
procedure of CF can be stated as follows.
It is assumed that U={ui|i=1,2,…,m} is a set of m users and I={Ij|j=1,2,…,n} is a set of n
distinct items. The set of user ratings is denoted by R={(ui, Ij)|ui  U, Ij  I } which is a m×n matrix,
as shown in equation (1).



R  rui , I j




 S if ui rated I j
，rui , I j  
mn

 if ui not rated I j

(1)

where ru,I is the rating of the item I by user u, which indicates the user’s preference for different
items. Usually, ru,I is equal to a real number denoted by S (S≠Ø). When r=Ø, it means that user ui
does not rate a certain item Ij.
After the data preparation, CF needs to select a similarity function to measure how similar two
users are. Two of the most well-known similarity measures are Cosine-based similarity and Pearson
correlation coefficient [1] defined in equations (2) and (3).
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SimCOS  I i , I j  
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iI ( ui ,u j )

rui , I  ru j , I

rui , I 2 



SimPearson  I i , I j  

iI ( ui ,u j )



iI ( ui ,u j )



iI ( ui ,u j )

(2)

ru j , I 2

(rui , I  rui )(ru j , I  ru j )

(rui , I  rui )2



iI ( ui ,u j )

(ru j , I  ru j ) 2

(3)

where ru,I is the rating of item I by user u; ru is mean rating of user u, and I(ui ,uj) represents the
items co-rated by users ui and uj.
Once similarity calculation has been done, prediction of a rating of an item Ij by user ui can be
obtained for conventional CF methods [5], as shown in the following equation (4).

PR  ui , I   rui 



jI ( ui ,u j )



Sim  ui , u j   rui , I  ru j



jI ( ui ,u j )


(4)

Sim  ui , u j 

2.2 Related Work
The conventional CF approaches predict the rating of items for target users only based on the
user-item rating matrix. Although CF is a very successful recommending technology, there are still
some potential problems: data sparsity, cold-start and lack of context.
To solve the sparsity problem, many different methods have been proposed, such as
dimensionality reduction, graph theory and so on. Ben-Shimon et al [5] suggested an ensemble
method for the retrieval of the top-N recommendations using the SVD for reducing the
recommendation time and improves the predictive performance. Liu et al [6] propose list-wise
probabilistic matrix factorization, ListPMF, which maximize the log-posterior over the predicted
preference order with the observed preference orders and is able to get recommendation results
more consistent with the user preferences. Wu et al [7] supposed the users’ ratings on items are
affected both by the personal tastes and their trusted friends’ favors, and extended CTR with trust
ensemble principle for item recommendation in social media. Anand and Bharadwaj [10] proposed
various sparsity measure schemes based on local and global similarities for achieving quality
predictions.
Due to the extreme situation of data sparsity, i.e. cold-start problem, various works have been
proposed, which can be divided into three categories: (1) make use of additional data sources, (2)
choose the most prominent groups of analogous users, and (3)enhance the prediction using hybrid
methods. For instance, Chen et al [11] employed exiting users' history data and their relationships in
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the social community to construct an ontology decision model for assisting the recommendation in
the cold-start problem. Ahn [12] focused on the existing similarity measures and applied a heuristic
similarity measure method that can provide greater value to a similarity for ratings and improve the
recommendation performance under the cold-start conditions. Aharon et al [13] introduced a
recommendation approach based on latent factor analysis, called OFF-Set, which is able to model
non-linear interactions between pairs of features and updates its model per each recommendationreward observation in a pure online fashion.
These previous researches have made several improvements on conventional CF algorithms,
and they partially reduced the effect of data sparsity on the rating prediction. However, there are
still some drawbacks, such as additional data are sometimes not available; it is difficult to choose
the optimal number of groups and the splitting criteria is worth considering; and irrelevant users are
still included in the computation of similarities [14]. Some other researchers have made use of
information entropy to improve the recommendation performance under the cold-start condition.
For instant, information entropy has been integrated with selective predictability to estimate the
relationships between the target users and active users [15]. And, both the entropy of user and item
are taken into account for the measurement of the relative difference between user ratings [16]. But,
all the rating differences and user differences are usually treated individually without considering
the correlation between them when the similarity is computed.
Besides, the accuracy of predicting consumer preference depends on the degree to which the
relevant contextual information is integrated into a recommendation model. The context has been
recognized as an important factor for personalized recommendation [17]. Mallat et al [18] suggested
that the recommendation systems should have the ability to react on demands posed by users’ needs
under different contexts. Due to the drawback of conventional CF without considering the context,
Adomavicius et al [9] proposed a method for prediction in a multidimensional space including
contextual information. The dataset is divided to dimensions for different contexts, and the
recommendation is defined by selecting a certain kind of context. Shi et al [19] proposed a new
context-aware recommendation approach based on tensor factorization for Mean Average Precision
maximization (TFMAP) that is designed to work with implicit user feedback and contextual
information.
These studies divide users into different groups by using user profiles or items’ categories, then
use conventional CF to provide recommendation. In despite of the context factor, users'
environment that may affect the process of recommending is not considered. These problems
severely affected the quality of CF recommendation.
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3. Hybrid Model based on User Access Sequence and Context Entropy
In this research, a novel hybrid approach is proposed to provide an accurate recommendation
incorporating user access sequence and context entropy with NMB based CF. The proposed
recommendation model is composed of two model: user access sequence based prediction and
context entropy based prediction.
In the first model, user access sequence is employed for similarity measurement to search
target users’ nearest neighborhoods and reduce the impact of cold-start problem on prediction
quality. The context entropy based model make use of entropy theory to measure the contextual
uncertainty of users rating behaviors in RSs, and the context-entropy are utilized for calculating
user similarity to form better neighborhoods. At last, the recommendations are made by a
hybridization strategy which combines the prediction values of the user access sequence based
prediction and the context entropy based prediction.

3.1 User Access Sequence based Model
In daily life, when new users who have registered and presented few votes enter an ecommerce website, they cannot receive any personalized recommendations based on traditional CF
technology. Therefore new users may feel that the recommender system does not offer the service
they expected, and they may stop using it. Actually, these users may usually browse some product
pages which can reflect the interests or preferences of these users. This kind of browsing behaviours
will probably play an important role in producing recommendations for new users. Therefore, some
researchers made analysis of the user browsing path by using clustering methods [20]. However, if
the same user accesses the same product in different way (directly or indirectly), it will lead to a
different browsing path which may result in different recommendations generated by these
approaches. Meanwhile, operators of e-commerce websites are most concerned about which
products had been purchased or browsed by the users, which can be employed to analyze the users’
preferences. Apparently, user access sequence is more important than user browsing path in CFbased recommender system.
3.1.1 Definition of User Access Sequence
In this section, user access sequence is introduced to mitigate the new user cold-start problem,
in order to enhance prediction quality in CF-based recommendation. The user access sequence is
based on the assumption that two products are similar in human mind when they share similar
access sequences among multiple users. For example, user access sequences on ten different items
by seven users are shown in Table.1.
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Table.1. An example of user access sequences
u1
u2
u3
u4
u5
u6
u7

i1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0

i2
1
0
1
1
1
0
0

i3
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

i4
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

i5
0
1
1
1
0
1
1

i6
1
1
1
0
0
1
1

i7
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

i8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

i9
0
1
1
0
0
1
0

i10
1
0
0
1
1
0
1

In Table.1, the number 1 represents a certain item is accessed by a corresponding user while
the number 0 means not. For example, it is clear that items (i1, i2, i3, i4, i10) look the same from the
views of u1, u4 and u5; items (i5, i6, i7 and i9) are similar because they are accessed by u2, u3 and u6;
and the itemset (i5, i6, i7) is a user access sequence from u2, u3, u6 and u7.
The analysis of user access sequence is stated as follows. It is assumed that m users are denoted
by set U = {ui|i = 1, 2,…, m}, n distinct items are denoted by set I = {Ij|j =1, 2,…, n}, and user
access sequence is marked as set S(u), whose lengths are denoted by |S(u)| as shown in equation (5),
where I ui denotes the items accessed by ui.



S  u   ui , I ui I kj  I

,

S u   k

(5)

User access sequence is a unidirectional growing sequence, and it can be decomposed into a
plurality of subsequences with different lengths. The subsequence is denoted by Sk(u), defined in
equation (6).
S k  u   I 1j 

 I nk , 1  k  n

(6)

where k indicates the length of subsequence, and j is the ordinal of an item in I. When k = 1, S1(u)
represents a certain item accessed by u; when 1 < k < n, Sk(u) is called k-length subsequence; when
k = n, Sn(u) is the user access sequence of u, S(u).
For example, the user access sequence of u3 in Table 1 is I 21  I52  I 63  I 74  I95 , and the
length of S(u3) is 5. All subsequences of S(u3) are shown in Table.2.
Table.2. All subsequences of user access sequence S(u3)
S1(u3)
I 21

S2(u3)
I 21  I 52

S3(u3)
I 21  I52  I 63

S4(u3)
I 21  I52  I 63  I 74

I 52

I52  I 63

I52  I 63  I 74

I52  I 63  I 74  I95

I 63

I 63  I 74

I 63  I 74  I95

I 74

I 74  I95

I 95

63

S5(u3)
I 21  I52  I 63  I 74  I95

3.1.2 User Access Sequence based Nearest Neighbor Selection
When user access sequence and corresponding subsequences are obtained, user access
sequence is employed to measure user similarity. For two different users, the measurement of their
similarity is based on not only their user access sequence, but also the corresponding subsequences
of user access sequence. In other words, both the items accessed by two users and the intersections
of their subsequences should be considered when calculating similarity. It is assumed that the user
access sequences of users ui and uj are respectively denoted by S(ui) and S(uj), |S(ui)| = m, |S(uj)| =
n; and the subsequences of S(ui) and S(uj) are denoted as

1k n

S k ui  and and

Therefore, the user similarity should be measured by k-length subsequences

1k n

1k n

S k u j  respectively.

S k u  and full-length

sequences S(u), respectively.
First of all, the similarity measure of k-length subsequences





Sim S k  ui  , S k  u j  be the similarity of k-length subsequences on
denote the union of

1k n

S k ui  and

1k n

1k n

S k u  is introduced. Let

S k ui  and

1k n

S k u j  ; let the Sk

S k u j  . Assumed that the length of Sk is l, i.e., |Sk| = l, the i-th

1k n

(1≤i≤ l) subsequences of Sk are denoted by Sik , and Sik  u  is the ratio of subsequences in

1k n

S k u 

containing Sik . An l × 2 matrix M ui ,u j  k , 2  is used to store the similarity value between ui and uj on
a k-length subsequence
employed to denote

1k n

1k n

S k u  . According to M ui ,u j  k , 2  , two vectors Sui ,k and Su j ,k are

S k ui  and

1k n

S k u j  respectively, shown in equation (7).

Sui ,k  Sk ,1  ui  , Sk ,2  ui  ,

, Sk ,l  ui 

Su j ,k  Sk ,1  u j  , Sk ,2  u j  ,

, S k ,l  u j 



(7)



Therefore, the method of vector similarity measuring can be utilized for the similarity





measurement between Sui ,k and Su j ,k , i.e. Sim Sui ,k , Su j ,k , as defined in equation (8).









Sim Sui ,k , Su j ,k  Sim S k  ui  , S k  u j  

Sui ,k  Su j ,k
Sui ,k  Su j ,k

, 1  k  min  m, n 

(8)

The similarity measurement of full-length sequence S(u) is described as follows. For two
different users ui and uj, their user access sequences are denoted by S(ui) and S(uj), and the length of
S(ui) is usually not equal to that of S(uj), i.e., |S(ui)|≠ |S(uj)|. However, traditional similarity
measurement method such as Manhattan and Euclidean distance cannot be used to calculate the
similarity between S(ui) and S(uj). In this paper, the Levenshtein distance widely applied in the field
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of natural language processing is introduced for the measuring similarity between S(ui) and S(uj).
The similarity measuring procedure is described as follows.
Let vector Su denote the user access sequence S(u); let SuI denote a certain item in Su ; let
Sim(S(ui),S(uj))denote the similarity measurement between S(ui) and S(uj). Then, a (m+1)×(n+1)
matrix P is constructed to store the Levenshtein distances, as defined in equation (9).
P   Pij 

 m 1 n 1

mi 1, j  1 


 min mi , j 1  1 


mi 1, j 1  d 

(9)

where d is an integer variable; If SuIi  SuI j , d = 0; else, d = 1.
When the matrix P is established, it can be found that the value of Pm+1,n+1 is equal to the
Levenshtein distance between Sui and Su j . The similarity measurement of user access sequence can
be calculated by equation (10). After both k-length sequence similarity and full-length sequence
similarity are obtained, the user access sequence based similarity measurement can be figured out
by equation (11).





Sim S  ui  , S  u j  

Pm,n

max  m, n 

1

(10)

      Sim  S u  , S u  

SimAS  ui , u j   Sim S u ik , S u kj

i

j

Sui ,k  Su j ,k
Sui ,k  Su j ,k



Pm,n

max  m, n 

1

(11)

Then, user access sequence based prediction of item I rated by user ui can be obtained in the
following equation.
PRAS  ui , I   rui 



jI ( ui ,u j )



SimAS  ui , u j   rui , I  ru j



jI ( ui ,u j )


(12)

SimAS  ui , u j 

3.2 Context Entropy based Model
3.2.1 Description of Context
The context has been identified as an essential factor in affecting user’s acceptance of RSs. The
previous research [17] on service recommendation has suggested that the user profiles (such as age,
occupation and etc.) have a significant impact on service selection, as well as on consumer choice
of purchase channel and perception that determine choice. Han et al [21] found that context can be
organized as a hierarchical directed acyclic graph with size information, which can be used to
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compute similarity between content and context for personalization. Mallat [18] concluded that the
context can be measured as a construct representing both user profiles and the conditions. The
former describes personal features that may affect user’s preference, and the latter represents
conditions that users meet when they conduct commerce in different places and times. Therefore,
context in this study is divided into two categories: user profile and environment information.
User profile is denoted by a triple Cu, which consists of user information including age, gender
and occupation. And Environment information is denoted by a triple Cs, which consists of three
subsets: weather, time and holidays. Cu and Cs are shown in equation (13).
Cu  Age, Gender , Occupation
Cs  Weather , Time , Holiday


 Age   A   Ai | i  1, 2, , 7 
Weather  W  Wi | i  1, 2, , n 
, 

Gender   G  0,1 
Time  T  Ti | i  1, 2,3 


Occupation   O  Oi | i  1, 2, , 20   Holiday   H  0,1 

(13)

where the set of Age is composed of 7 distinct sections: under 18, 18~24, 25~34, 35~44, 45~49,
50~55 and older than 56; the set of Gender includes only two elements: male and female that are
denoted by 1 and 0, respectively; the set of Occupation consists more than 20 different occupation,
such as teacher, doctor, engineer, student and so on. The Weather s is denoted by set W which
contains n kinds of unique weathers; the Time is composed of 3 sections of the daytime: morning,
afternoon and evening; the Holiday is similar to the Gender set which includes 0 and 1. If H=1, it is
a holiday; otherwise, it is a working day.
Assumed that U={ui|i=1,2,…,m} is a set of m users, for any user ui, context can be denoted by
set Ci=<Cui,Csi>=(Ai, Gi, Oi, Wi, Ti, Hi).
3.2.2 Definition of Context Entropy
In Shannon’s information theory, the entropy is defined as the expected value of the
information contained in each event in a given message. In general, the more uncertain the event is,
the more information it will contain. In other words, the entropy is a measure of unpredictability of
information content. The entropy is denoted by H, defined as follows.
n

H  X    P  xi  log 2  P  xi  , xi  X ,
i 1

n

Px  1
i 1

i

(14)

where P(xi) is the probability of possible events xi for message X.
In this paper, the context entropy is defined as the uncertainty degree of user preferences under
a certain context. In other words, the context entropy is utilized to measure the uncertainty degree of
user rating behaviors under different contexts. The context entropy is denoted by Hc(I) shown as
follows:
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n

H C  u, I    PC  I i  log 2  PC  I i  , I i  I
i 1

Number of rating on I i
Types of context on I i
PC  I i  

,
Total number of rating on I Total types of context

n

 P I  1
C

i 1

(15)

i

where Pc(Ii) represents the occurrence probability of each rating value of a user u on Ii under
context C. In general, the smaller the context entropy is, the more certain user preferences are;
otherwise, the more uncertain user preferences are.
In order to make the comparison of users having different number of ratings easier, the value of
context entropy is normalized into the interval [0,1]. And, the value of context entropy varies
inversely as the uncertain degree of user preferences. Therefore, the normalized context entropy can
be calculated in equation (16).
H Cn  u, I   1 

H C  u, I 
, Ii  I
Total number of rating on I

(16)

n

Number of rating on I i
Types of contexts on I i
PC  I i  

,
Total number of rating on I Total types of contexts

 P I  1
i 1

C

i

3.2.3 Context Entropy based Nearest Neighbor Selection
After the context entropy value is obtained, the process of neighbor selection begins. To find
the nearest neighbor of user u, the user similarity values between u and other users are computed by
using user rating and context entropy.
The similarity of user rating is measured by Pearson correlation coefficient, as shown in
equation (17), where ru,I is the rating of item I by user u; ru is the average rating of user u, and I(ui
,uj) represents the items co-rated by users ui and uj.
SimPCC  ui , u j  



iI ( ui ,u j )



iI ( ui ,u j )

(rui , I  rui )(ru j , I  ru j )



(rui , I  rui ) 2

iI ( ui ,u j )

(17)

(ru j , I  ru j ) 2

Then, the user similarity is calculated based on SimUR(ui,uj), and the context entropy is
regarded as the rating weight of user, as shown in equation (18).
SimCE  ui , u j  

  H u , I  r
n
C

iI ( ui ,u j )

i

  H u , I  r

iI ( ui ,u j )

n
C

i

ui , I

ui , I

 rui

 rui



2

  H u , I  r
n
C



iI ( ui ,u j )

j

u j ,I

 ru j

 H u , I  r
n
C

j

u j ,I


 ru j



2

(18)

As the calculation of user similarity has been done, the rating prediction of itemset I by user ui
can be obtained by equation (19).
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PRCE  ui , I   rui 



jI ( ui ,u j )



SimCE  ui , u j   rui , I  ru j



jI ( ui ,u j )


(19)

SimCE  ui , u j 

3.3 Model Integration
This module uses the switching hybridization strategy to combine the prediction values of the
user access sequence based prediction and the context entropy based prediction, as shown by using
equation (20). The hybrid prediction value takes into account all possible ways to obtain a rating
prediction value for an active user who has not rated the target item. The parameters α is used to
ensure that a high total prediction rating value is obtained only if prediction rating values of both
the user access sequence based and the context entropy based approaches are high.

0,

 PRAS  ui , I  ,
PR  ui , I   
 PRCE  ui , I  ,
  PR  u , I   1     PR  u , I  ,
AS
i
CE
i


if PRAS  ui , I   0 and PRCE  ui , I   0
if PRAS  ui , I   0 and PRCE  ui , I   0
if PRAS  ui , I   0 and PRCE  ui , I   0
if PRAS  ui , I   0 and PRCE  ui , I   0
(20)

4. Experiments and Results
In this section, numerical experiments are designed to test and evaluate ASCE-CF. The
experiments on three real-world datasets are carried out on a computer with Intel E5-4650 2.7GHz
CPU, 32GB RAM and Windows 2008 operation system.

4.1 Experiments Design
All the experiments are carried out on three real world datasets for completeness and
generalization of results, as shown in Table 3. These three datasets are publicly open for research
purpose and provided by GroupLens Research Group at University of Minnesota and Netflix
Company [4]. The sizes of the three datasets are given in Table.3.
Table.3. Characteristics of three datasets
Dataset
MovieLens-100K
MovieLens-10M
Netflix-100M

User
943
71567
480,189

Movie
1682
10681
17,770
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Rating
100K
10M
100M

Sparsity
6.30%
1.31%
1.17%

The MovieLens and Netflix datasets datasets provide ratings on movies in the scale of 1 to 5,
and all timestamp in datasets are converted into standard time format. For all the experiments, all
datasets are split into ten disjoint parts for employing the cross validation. Each part is randomly
divided into two groups: 80% of data is used as training set and 20% of data is used as test set.
To evaluate the performance of our approach, two different metrics are selected, Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) MAE is the most widely used metric
for measuring the deviation of predictions generated by RSs from the user rating. The lower MAE
is, the better prediction performance is. RMSE is a statistical accuracy metric representing the
accuracy of predicted rating, an important metric for customers (The lower the better). MAE and
RMSE are defined in equation (21).
N

MAE 


i 1

Pi  Qi
N

N

, RMSE 

 P  Q 
i 1

i

2

i

(21)

N

To compare the performance of our algorithm, three other CF algorithms are implemented: an
item-based CF algorithm (denoted by KNN) [2], an entropy-based CF approach based on item
rating prediction (PECF) [15], and a context-aware CF recommendation model (TFMAP) [19].
KNN applies Cosine-based similarity to predict rating; EBCF employs Pearson correlation
coefficient and entropy-driven similarity to perform rating prediction; and TFMAP utilizes contextbased similarity to predict user rating. Our proposed ASCECF is evaluated by comparing with the
three benchmark algorithms, with the parameters α set at 0.5

4.2 Experiments Results
The experimental results from MAE/RMSE comparisons of four algorithms on MovieLens100K, MovieLens-10M and Netflix-100M are shown in Fig.1 to Fig.3, respectively.

Fig.1. Comparisons of four algorithms results on MovieLens-100K
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In Fig.1, the MAE and RMSE values of four algorithms on MovieLens-100K are presented
respectively. On one hand, the minimum MAE value of ASCECF is 0.7112 with k=80. Both KNN
and EBCF obtain their best accuracy values as 0.7323 and 0.7215 with k=80, respectively. And
TFMAP reach its lowest MAE as k=90.On the other hand, the lowest RMSE value of ASCECF is
0.9698 with k=80. KNN and EBCF acquire their lowest RMSE values as 1.0386 and 0.998 with
k=80, respectively, while TFMAP get the most accuracy (0.9883) when k=90. The optimal RMSE
of ASCECF is 94.05%, 97.88% and 98.72% of that of KNN, EBCF and TFMAP, respectively. The
results show that ASCECF has the lowest MAE and RMSE on MovieLens-100K, when k ∈
[50,100].

Fig.2. Comparisons of four algorithms results on MovieLens-10M
In Fig.2, the MAE and RMSE values of four algorithms on MovieLens-10M are shown. The
minimum MAE values of KNN, EBCF, TFMAP and ASCECF are 0.7398, 0.7219, 0.7184 and
0.7109 as k=80, respectively. The MAE value of EBCF and ASCECF is much lower than that of
KNN, EBCF and TFMAP. On the other hand, all of four algorithms reach their minimum RMSE
values as 0.9386, 0.8983, 0.8914 and 0.875 with k=80 respectively. It is clear that MAE and RMSE
of ASCECF are smaller than those of KNN and EBCF with k∈[50,100] on MovieLens-10M.
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Fig.3. Comparisons of four algorithms results on Netflix-100M
In Fig.3, the MAE and RMSE values of four algorithms on Netflix-100M are shown. The
minimum MAE values of EBCF and ASCECF are 0.7261 and 0.7218 with k=70, respectively,
KNN gains its minimum MAE as 0.7469 with k=80; and TFMAP reach the MAE trough (0.7296)
with k=60. Similar to their MAE results, EBCF and ASCECF obtain their lowest RMSE values as
0.9014 and 0.8845 with k=70 respectively; KNN achieves the highest accuracy with RMSE of
0.9636 as k=80; and TFMAP hit a RMSE trough as 0.9113 with k=60. It is very easy to find that
EBCF outperform TFMAP when k∈[50,80], because there is less context information in Netflix100M than MovieLens datasets. And, ASCECF has better performance than EBCF when
integrating user access sequence and context entropy. It is clear that both MAE and RMSE of
ASCECF are lower than those of other three methods as k≥50 on Netflix-100M.
From Fig.1 to Fig.3, it is apparent that our proposed ASCECF not only has the minimum
values of RMSE, but also possesses the minimum value of RMSE on three different datasets
compared with other three CF methods.

Conclusion
This paper proposed an effective hybrid CF model to improve the recommendation prediction
quality. The proposed ASCECF takes advantage of user access sequence for similarity
measurement to search target users’ nearest neighborhoods and reduce the impact of cold start
problem on prediction quality. ASCECF also employs entropy theory to measure the contextual
uncertainty of users rating behaviors under different contexts. The context entropy are utilized for
calculating user similarity to form better neighborhoods for improving the prediction accuracy. The
experimental results have shown that ASCECF succeeds in advancing the prediction quality, which
reveals the higher potentials in dealing with the cold-start and context-related issues than
conventional CF approaches. In the future, we will integrate uncertainty information of users into
trust based CF methods.
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